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Lovecraft, Bram Stoker, and Mary Shelley tend to dominate the craft. Yes, that fictional grande dame of
kiddie poems has got a bit of a dark streak, as evidenced by the unexpectedly sinister theories surrounding the
origins of these 11 well-known nursery rhymes. So I took him by his left leg. And threw him down the stairs.
When Parliament rejected his suggestion, he instead made sure that the volume was reduced on half- and
quarter-pints, known as jacks and gills, respectively. But the most popular theory seems to be that first one.
Oh, and that whole child sacrifice thing? This popular English nursery rhyme, which reads like a solicitation
for gardening advice, is actually a recounting of the homicidal nature of Queen Mary I of England, a. A fierce
believer in Catholicism, her reign as queenâ€”from to â€”was marked by the execution of hundreds of
Protestants. Silver bells and cockle shells are torture devices, not garden accouterments. Critics suggest that
the blindness in the title refers to their religious beliefs. Even with the lyrical switch-out, any reference to the
poem still has the ability to offend. In , two passengers sued Southwest Airlines was for intentional infliction
of emotional distress and negligent infliction of emotional distress, following an incident where a flight
attendant used the rhyme in a humorous fashion during takeoff when she told passengers: According to
historian R. Which is probably not the connotation your six-year-old self had in mind. It is widely believed
that the boy was not their son at all, but a child who was brought into the birthing room and passed off as their
own in order to ensure a Roman Catholic heir to the throne. Though its lyrics and even its title have gone
through some changes over the years, the most popular contention is that the sing-songy verse refers to the
Great Plague of London. That the nursery rhyme probably has its origins "in the religious ban on dancing
among many Protestants in the nineteenth century, in Britain as well as here in North America. They were
hugely popular, and younger children got into the act, too. The poem is speculated to have been written as a
mockery of Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, whose refusal to grant an annulment to King Henry VIII, so that he
could marry Anne Boleyn, led to his political downfall.
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And one for the little boy Who lives down the lane. And with the original endingâ€¦ And none for the little
boy who cries down the lane. Back in the 13th century, King Edward I realized that he could make some
decent cash by taxing the sheep farmers. As a result of the new taxes, one third of the price of a sack of wool
went to the king, one third to the church and the last third to the farmer. Nothing was left for the shepherd boy,
crying down the lane. As it happens, black sheep are also bad luck: Baa Baa Black Sheep is a tale of misery
and woe. It turns out that Humpty Dumpty was a cannon. Once in Colchester, the cannon sat on church tower
until a barrage of cannonballs destroyed the tower and sent Humpty into the marshland below. Although
retrieved, the cannon was beyond repair. Humpty the cannon was a feared and effective weapon â€” as the full
rhyme demonstrates: And you though it was all about an egg? When Alice talks to Humpty Dumpty on the
wall, the illustrator â€” apparently at a whim â€” made him egg-shaped. Given the popularity of the book, a
generation of kids grew up thinking that Humpty Dumpty was a nonsense rhyme about an egg, rather than a
fearsome killing machine. This poor little ladybird is really a Catholic in 16th century Protestant England.
Ladybird is a word that comes from the Catholic term for Our Lady. It was illegal for Catholics to practice
their religion, and non-attendance of Protestant services meant hefty fines for absentees. Catholics were forced
to say Mass and attend services in secret, often outdoors and in outbuildings. The fire may refer to the
Catholic priests who were burned at the stake for their beliefs. But it has nothing at all to do with the Black
Death. The first known reference to the rhyme is in , more than years after the plague swept across Europe.
Ring a ring a roses, A pocket full of posies One, two, three, four, We all fall down down The sneezing was
added sometime in the last 50 years or so. So this one really is just a nice little rhyme â€” no ulterior meanings
at all!
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